The three dimensional plasma boundary displacements induced by applied nonaxisymmetric magnetic perturbations have been measured in ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D, JET, MAST and NSTX. The displacements arising from applied resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) are measured up to ±5% of the minor radius in present day machines. Good agreement can be found between different experimental measurements and a range of models -be it vacuum field line tracing, ideal three dimensional MHD equilibrium modelling, or nonlinear plasma amplification. The agreement of the various experimental measurements with the different predictions from these models is presented, and the regions of applicability of each discussed. The measured displacement of the outboard boundary from various machines is found to correlate approximately linearly with the applied resonant field predicted by vacuum modelling (though it should be emphasised that one should not infer that vacuum modelling accurately predicts the displacement inside the plasma). The RMP-induced displacements foreseen in ITER are expected to lie within the range of those predicted by the different models, meaning less than ±1.75% (±3.5cm) of the minor radius in the H-mode baseline and less than ±2.5% (±5cm) in a 9MA plasma. Whilst a displacement of 7cm peak-to-peak in the baseline scenario is marginally acceptable from both a plasma control and heat loading perspective, it is important that ITER adopts a plasma control system which can account for a three dimensional boundary corrugation to avoid an n = 0 correction which would otherwise locally exacerbate the displacement caused by the applied fields.
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Introduction and Background
When tokamak plasmas operate in a high-confinement regime, the plasma edge is usually susceptible to quasi-periodic instabilities called Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) [1] . These ELMs are understood to be a manifestation of so-called peeling-ballooning instabilities driven by strong pressure gradients and localised current density at the edge of the plasma [2, 3] . ELMs can eject potentially damaging levels of energy and particles from the confined plasma, hence affecting the lifetime of plasma facing components [4] . In order to ensure a an appropriate lifetime of plasma facing components in ITER a robust ELM control scheme is required which either suppresses the ELMs completely or, at least, reduces the heat flux per ELM which is incident on the divertor plates [5] . One such control scheme is the application of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs), which perturb the magnetic field in the edge transport barrier, or pedestal, region. RMPs have been applied to completely suppress ELMs in DIII-D [6, 7] and KSTAR [8] , or to mitigate ELMs -that is to say increase their frequency and reduce their amplitude -in ASDEX Upgrade [9, 10] , MAST [11, 12, 13] and JET [14, 15] . Although control of ELMs by applying RMPs clearly involves imposing a non-axisymmetric perturbation to the magnetic field, the plasma is still often treated two dimensionally in equilibrium reconstruction and stability analyses [16, 7, 17, 18, 19, 20] .
However, previous results [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] have shown that the application of resonant magnetic perturbations can cause significant non-axisymmetric distortions to the plasma boundary. Such perturbations to the boundary could lead to unacceptable heat loads on the plasma facing components in ITER. For 15MA Q = 10 operation reducing the separatrix distance from the reference position (15cm from the first wall) to less than 6cm leads to the power flux on the ITER Beryllium panels to exceed their design limit of 4.7 MWm −2 . These power fluxes have been modelled taking into account parallel transport of the energy in the edge plasma during the stationary phases and the ELMs (using the model of [30] ) as well as the 3-D structure of the wall and the filamentary structure of the ELMs [31] . Control of the plasma position is required to maintain stationary ICRH coupling; the accuracy of which depends on the steepness of the ITER edge density profiles in the far scrape-off layer. For steep far SOL density profiles the maximum ICRH coupled power decreases/increases at constant applied voltage to the antenna by a factor of 2 when the plasma position is moved away/closer to the antenna by 4cm. Therefore, for these density profiles, stationary ICRH coupling requires that the separatrix position is kept within a range of at most ±2cm [32] . Consequently it is important that we can predict the likely distortions in ITER and prepare methods for the avoidance or control of such boundary displacements.
Past experiments to measure the plasma perturbation when non-axisymmetric perturbation fields are applied have been performed on DIII-D [21, 27, 28, 29] , ASDEX Upgrade [22, 23, 24] , MAST [25, 26] and JET [25, 33] . In most cases, applied fields from either ex-or in-vessel correction coils had a demonstrable and significant effect on the toroidal periodicity of the plasma edge, deforming the separatrix by a few percent of the 3d distortions due to RMPs minor radius. In a similar vein, experiments in JET and JT-60U with varying toroidal field ripple were shown to affect the plasma pedestal and edge behaviour [34, 35] .
Measurements of the displacements caused by applying non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations in ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D, JET, MAST and NSTX are presented in section 2. In section 3, these measurements are compared to numerical modelling, either treating the field perturbation using just the vacuum field approximation, including an ideal plasma response, or a nonlinear resistive plasma response. Finally, predictions for the displacements expected in ITER due to externally applied RMPs are made in section 4, before the implications are discussed in section 5.
Measurements of displacements due to RMPs in present machines
The effect of applying perturbations with different toroidal mode number has been investigated in MAST double null diverted (DND) plasmas optimised for diagnostic coverage. The primary diagnostics used to measure the radial position of the edge of the plasma are: the linear D α camera, the phantom colour camera, the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy diagnostic, the RGB camera, a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, the reflectometer and the Thomson scattering diagnostic, all of which measure the boundary in different toroidal positions. Since there are twelve lower in-vessel coils in MAST, the phase of the n = 3 applied field can easily be changed in 30
• quanta. In order to maximise the measurable perturbation of the edge of the plasma, two phases of an n = 3 RMP were applied with 60
• between them. This has the added benefit that the position controller does not significantly correct for the distortion due to the applied RMPs as it is constrained by measurements of the plasma position in a sector experiencing a null in displacement for both phases of applied field. The radial position of the plasma boundary for six different high resolution diagnostics when the two phases of RMPs are applied (compared to a reference plasma in the absence of non-axisymmetric applied fields) is shown in figure 1 [26] . The expected toroidal phase dependence (with arbitrary amplitude) is added to guide the eye. It is clear that not only is there a different dependence of the edge corrugation in the two phases of the applied field, the toroidal variation follows the expected n = 3 periodicity symptomatic of the RMP applied. Furthermore, the amplitude of the displacement is found to be in good agreement on a number of different diagnostics and is approximately ±1.5cm, which represents more than ±2.5% of the minor radius [26] .
A similar dependence is found when two phases of an n = 4 RMP field are applied, with figure 2 showing a clear n = 4 toroidal periodicity, again with an amplitude of toroidal corrugation of approximately ±1.5cm. In both figures 1 and 2 the position of the outboard midplane when RMPs are not applied is found to be in good agreement adding credence to the toroidal corrugation measured with RMPs.
Measurement of edge displacements have also been made in JET when n = 2 RMPs are applied from the set of ex-vessel error field correction coils (EFCCs) [33] . The direct measurements of the plasma boundary displacement are obtained using high resolution Thomson scattering (HRTS) diagnostic by following the time evolution of the edge density profile. The procedure to determine the pedestal position takes into consideration the HRTS instrument function as described in reference [36] . The time evolution of the EFCC current, plasma boundary displacement measured by the HRTS (scaled to have zero displacement before application of the EFCC produced magnetic field) and the radial magnetic flux measured by the coincident flux loop for the shots with different values of the EFCC current are shown in figure 3 . The effect of the field produced by EFCC coils on the plasma boundary is clearly seen in the kinetic measurements. Note a rapid transient drop in the EFCC current occurred at t = 18s and this reduction in the applied field is manifest as a reduction in the edge distortion, illustrating the dependence of the edge displacement on the applied field strength. 15  16  17  18  19  20   14  15  16  17  18  19  21  20   15  16  17  18  19  21 The response of the plasma controller, whilst not studied in detail, is striking. Figure 4 shows the measured displacement in JET when the plasma position feedback uses either the gap between the last closed flux surface and the magnetic loops on the centre column, or the outer gap between the plasma and the low-field side flux loops. It is evident that the plasma control system induces a shift in opposite directions depending upon the position feedback scheme employed. The difference between these two schemes is up to 10cm. This exemplifies the acute need to account for nonaxisymmetric displacements in the plasma position control feedback system.
The response of the plasma boundary and separatrix to a 10Hz n = 2 oscillating RMP has been studied on DIII-D using active imaging of the Doppler-shifted Balmer D α emission from high energy injected neutrals (beam emission spectroscopy, BES) [28] . • segment (thin black line), and the measured beam emission intensity (thick red dashed line) at R = 2.27m and z = 0.1m. The beam emission in the edge is modulated by the rotating n = 2 RMP.
The measurements were obtained in ELMing H-mode discharges with an ITER-similar shape and pedestal collisionality, ν ,e ∼ 0.3, similar to pedestal conditions predicted for ITER. The internal RMP coils generated an n = 2 even parity RMP rotating counter to the plasma current in the toroidal direction at 10 Hz. The temporal evolution of the measured beam emission at an elevation of Z = 0.1m is plotted in figure 5 as a function of major radius R. A coherent oscillation is clearly seen in the radius of the steep gradient region of the profile near R = 2.30m. In figure 5 , the variation in the beam emission at (R, Z) = (2.27, 0.1) is plotted versus time along with the RMP coil current. The beam emission intensity (thick, dashed red line) oscillates coherently and is phase locked with the rotating n = 2 RMP (thin solid black line), with an amplitude of ±1.5cm, equivalent to ±2.5% of the minor radius [28] .
The variation in the electron density profile at an elevation of Z = 0.05m on the LFS midplane has also been measured by profile reflectometry in the same DIII-D discharge [28] . There is a clear coherent oscillation in the major radius R of the steep edge gradient region of the profile as the n = 2 perturbation is rotated toroidally past the diagnostic which is qualitatively similar to the displacement measured in the beam emission intensity profile. This displacement in the major radius of the steep edge gradient region is on the order of ±1cm, or ±1.7% [28] of the minor radius.
ASDEX Upgrade have also made measurements of the edge displacements when RMPs are applied [22, 24, 23] . A series of identical discharges with 1MA plasma current, a toroidal magnetic field of -2.4 T, fractional Greenwald density of n e /n GW ∼ 0.64, 9.7MW additional heating and 1kA in-vessel coil current has been performed, where only the configuration of the in-vessel coils has been varied: 2 discharges with mode number n = 2, odd up/down-parity (i.e. opposite polarity of upper and lower coils at the same toroidal position), with zero and 90 degrees toroidal orientation of the magnetic perturbations, and one discharge with n=2, even parity. The density profile measured by the lithium beam diagnostic just before and after the saddle coils have been switched on is shown in figure 6 . For an otherwise identical discharge where the configuration of the saddle coils has been rotated by 90
• the shift of the perturbed separatrix and correspondingly the shift in the density profile goes in the opposite direction. Figure 7 shows edge density profiles from the Li-beam and Thomson scattering diagnostics mapped onto the poloidal flux radius ρ pol . Whereas the mapping is good without RMPs, the profiles from the two diagnostics seem to be shifted apart when the coils are switched on. This is mostly due to the fact that the toroidal positions of the two diagnostics differ by 137
• and see a different shift of the perturbed separatrix, in this case outward for the Li-Beam and inward for the Thomson scattering diagnostic. The displacement between these two sectors, which should see the maximum displacement for an n = 2 field, is only ±3mm, which is equivalent to 0.6% of the minor radius [24] , significantly less than in DIII-D, JET and MAST.
A similarly negligible displacement is observed in NSTX when an n = 3 RMP is applied from the ex-vessel coils [39] , as seen in figure 8 . Here, the electron density and temperature profiles are shown (averaged for many time slices both with and without RMPs applied) as measured by the Thomson scattering diagnostic. The displacement is well within the error bars of the diagnostic, so the RMPs have no discernible effect on the boundary.
Overall, there is a wide range of displacements observed in different machines: NSTX and ASDEX Upgrade observe sub-cm displacements for all configurations of applied fields. In contrast, MAST, DIII-D and JET can measure significant displacements, up to ±3.5% of the minor radius when the field is resonant. Furthermore, the amplitude, and even the direction of the boundary displacement is sensitively dependent upon the interaction of the plasma response to the applied non-axisymmetric field and the radial position feedback control system.
Multi-machine Database
In order to compare the measurements of non-axisymmetric displacements made in different machines, a multi-machine database has been established, incorporating data from 30 discharges from 5 different machines. The database contains information on I p , B t , R 0 , a, q 95 , n e,ped /n GW , β N , b r res and the measured displacement. There is a very weak correlation between the displacement and all other parameters except for the resonant applied field. For this study, a universal definition of the resonant field is used. Here, b 1 represents the normalised component of the perturbed field perpendicular to equilibrium flux surfaces and is given by
where B is the total field vector and φ is the toroidal angle [37] . The effective radial resonant field component of the applied perturbation normalised to the toroidal field (b (1) Figure 9 shows a linear correlation between the measured 3d displacement (here averaged between all toroidal positions with highly spatially resolved data, removing of course the expected null points) and the resonant field as defined in equation 1. This implies that, whilst vacuum modelling cannot give an accurate determination of the amplitude of the 3d displacement, it can provide a qualitative prediction on the variation of the 3d corrugation with respect to the plasma parameters or the configuration of the applied non-axisymmetric fields. Finally, it is worth noting that there is a very weak correlation between the measured displacements and the normalised pressure in this database. Although this suggests that plasma response is not a leading order parameter in determining the displacements across this multi-machine database, it should be noted that a more appropriate parameter would be β N /β no−wall N , since this might be expected to determine the expected plasma response more than the absolute pressure.
At the resonant field expected in ITER, this linear fit would give an empirical scaling for the displacement in ITER of ±2.25% of the minor radius, equating to 9cm peak-to-peak. This means that if the plasma control system were to exacerbate the displacement and apply an n = 0 correction to the n = 3 or n = 4 corrugation, the displacement of the boundary could decrease the coupled ICRH power for the antenna affected by a factor of 2 for steep far SOL profiles and increase the power fluxes to the ITER first wall components although the increased power fluxes would still be within acceptable limits. This is far from a robust prediction, but nonetheless, exemplifies why b r res (x10 -3 ) Figure 9 . The RMP-induced displacement as a fraction of the minor radius as a function of the resonant applied field at the last rational surface as defined in equation 1 for a multi-machine database covering a wide range of q 95 , RMP toroidal mode number and spectrum, and β N this could be a concern for ITER operation.
Modelling of displacements due to RMPs in present machines
The displacements observed in present-day machines presented in section 2 have been modelled using a range of numerical modelling tools -(1) vacuum field line tracing codes giving the change in the position of the magnetic boundary, which is represented by the difference in position of the stable and unstable manifolds when RMPs are applied; (2) ideal three dimensional equilibrium codes, which do not solve the GradShafranov equation, but instead perform an energy-minimisation procedure to find an equilibrium state, though the codes used in this study assume ideal, nested flux surfaces; (3) nonlinear MHD codes, which can capture the screening of the applied field, the response of the plasma, the effects of plasma rotation and an X-point geometry. All these models, with very different approaches and different approximations, have been compared to machine data in different parameter space with varying levels of success, illustrating that extrapolation of the 3d corrugation likely in ITER when RMPs are applied is a complex problem.
Vacuum field line tracing
The simplest prediction for a boundary corrugation comes from vacuum field line tracing, ignoring the plasma response and the shielding of the applied field, which have been shown to be important for understanding ELM behaviour in the presence of RMPs. At the same time, vacuum modelling has also given a reliable prediction for strike-point splitting on the divertor plates, indicating that it can be reliable in the scrape-off layer and right at the plasma edge at least. To some extent, the applicability of vacuum modelling is also confirmed by figure 9 which shows a strong correlation between the resonant field given by vacuum modelling and the measured corrugation of the plasma boundary across 5 different machines. Figure 10 shows a laminar plot illustrating the connection length of field lines from a vacuum field line tracing calculation with an n = 2 RMP applied in ASDEX Upgrade [24] . The dashed black line is an effective plasma boundary, marking the envelope of the stable and unstable manifolds, which can be compared to the solid black line marking the position of the axisymmetric separatrix. There is a toroidal corrugation, though it is only ±3mm, which agrees well with the sub-cm boundary displacement observed experimentally, as seen in figure 6 .
In order to confirm this prediction, another independent vacuum field line calculation for ASDEX Upgrade has been performed with the ERGOS code [37] . Figure  11 shows the plasma boundary prediction in a laminar plot produced by ERGOS when either even parity of odd parity n = 2 RMPs are applied. For this equilibrium, the even parity case is well aligned with the equilibrium q-profile, as evidenced by the larger corrugation amplitude, though in both cases the displacements are predicted to be subcm, in line with figures 10 and 6.
However, there are examples where vacuum modelling somewhat under predicts the displacements seen experimentally. For instance, the displacements seen when rotating n = 2 RMPs are applied in DIII-D are compared to predictions from the TRIP3D- MAFOT vacuum magnetic field model [53] in figure 12 [28] . The vacuum modelling predicts only ±2.5mm displacement whereas the BES measurements give ±0.8 − 1.2cm, representing a factor of 4-5 times larger than the vacuum prediction. Whilst the vacuum prediction does not include any screening effects, it also neglects the amplification from the plasma response, which seems to be important in this case. It is shown later that these DIII-D measured displacements are replicated by a nonlinear MHD model which incorporates such plasma amplification effects [43] .
A similar under prediction of the boundary corrugation is given by vacuum modelling of MAST discharges with an n = 3 RMP applied. Figure 13 shows a laminar plot from ERGOS vacuum modelling from which the vacuum prediction of the displacement can be inferred. The experimental measurements show a boundary shift of ±2.5cm [26] , which is a factor of four larger than the vacuum prediction of ±5 − 6mm shown in figure 13 .
Whilst vacuum modelling predicts the edge displacement in ASDEX Upgrade accurately, it cannot explain the larger displacements observed in MAST or DIII-D. In order to compare these cases directly, the resonant field in MAST and ASDEX Upgrade is compared using the same vacuum field line tracing code, ERGOS, as shown in figure  14 . It is evident that the application of n = 6 RMPs in MAST leads to a factor of five larger local resonant field than the n = 2 field applied in ASDEX Upgrade. This larger resonant field partially explains why the MAST plasmas experience larger edge corrugations, though the underprediction afforded by vacuum modelling in figure 13 suggests that there is a plasma amplification of the applied field as well. The measured BES displacement is compared with the major radius R of the (black solid line) stable and (green dashed line) unstable manifolds at an elevation of z = -0.1m that result from the splitting of the divertor separatrix due to the non-resonant interaction with the n = 2 magnetic perturbation. The BES displacement of 1.8-2.4 cm over 18 cycles of the n = 2 rotation is 4 − 5 times the predicted vacuum magnetic field model displacement.
Ideal three dimensional equilibrium modelling
The next level of complexity in modelling 3d displacements is ideal 3d equilibrium modelling. Displacements of the plasma boundary equating to less than 1% of the minor radius observed experimentally are also replicated using such 3d equilibrium modelling in both ASDEX Upgrade and in NSTX. Figure 15 shows the toroidal dependence of the MAST when an n = 3 (a) even parity and (b) odd parity RMP is applied as predicted by ERGOS is ±5 − 6mm, which is significantly less than the displacement measured experimentally [26] , where a displacement of ±2.5cm is observed when the RMPs are switched on. Figure 15 . NSTX The toroidal dependence of the radial position of the plasma boundary as predicted by Vmec when an n = 3 RMP is applied in NSTX. There is an n = 12 toroidal field ripple in addition to the non-axisymmetric n = 3 structure. position of the plasma boundary predicted by the Vmec 3d equilibrium code [38] when an n = 3 RMP is applied in NSTX [39] . It is evident that the boundary is expected to be perturbed by only ±1mm, in good agreement with the measured invariance of the pedestal foot position seen in figure 8 .
However, in contrast to vacuum modelling, three dimensional ideal equilibrium calculations also give good agreement with experimental cases where larger boundary perturbations are observed. Figure 16 shows STELLOPT predictions for the plasma boundary displacement as a function of toroidal and poloidal angles in a DIII-D plasma when an n = 3 RMP is applied [44] . The STELLOPT code [45] is designed to optimise the VMEC 3D MHD equilibrium to a set of target physics parameters derived from different plasma diagnostics. The simulation predicts a boundary corrugation of ±6mm, maximised on the low-field side midplane, in good agreement with measured displacements [47] . Ideal 3d equilibrium modelling has also been applied for MAST plasmas when RMPs are applied. Figure 17 shows the radial position of the last closed flux surface at the outboard midplane as predicted by Vmec when an n = 3 RMP is applied to a connected double-null MAST plasma where ELM mitigation is observed [12] . Without an applied n = 3 field, there is a natural n = 12 boundary corrugation associated with the toroidal field ripple, though this is only ±2mm, well below the resolution of any diagnostic. However, when an n = 3 field is applied, there is a clear edge corrugation of ±7mm, which is maximised at the midplane.
This can be compared to the edge corrugation predicted by Vmec when an n = 6 RMP is applied to a connected double null MAST plasma, as shown in figure 18 . It is evident that the boundary corrugation resultant from the n = 6 RMPs is strongly dependent on the alignment of the applied field with the equilibrium field. In the case of the even parity field, there is negligible distortion, whereas the odd parity n = 6 RMP gives rise to a ±1cm corrugation.
When the applied field is optimally aligned with the plasma field-at which point the ELM mitigation is maximised [12] -the corrugation is even larger. Figure 19 shows Animec modelling of a MAST connected double null plasma when an n = 3 field is applied with a pitch angle to align the field with the q-profile. In this case the edge corrugation is ±2.5cm, equating to ±4.5% of the minor radius. Also shown in figure 19 are data from different diagnostics in MAST when this phase of n = 3 RMP is applied, showing excellent agreement between the measured position of the plasma boundary and the predicted edge position from Animec, suggesting that ideal 3d MHD equilibrium modelling is able to replicate the experimental shifts observed in MAST accurately. Figure 18 . MAST The plasma boundary predicted by VMEC for a MAST connected double null plasma when an n=6 RMP is applied compared to the case with no RMP but with toroidal field ripple when the RMP has (left) even parity configuration and (right) an odd parity configuration. However, there are examples where ideal 3d equilibrium modelling does not replicate the large boundary corrugations observed in some experiments. For instance, figure  20 shows a Vmec 3d equilibrium for a JET plasma with 80kAt in the external coils producing an n = 2 field. This n = 2 RMP is observed to produce a boundary displacement of ±3cm [33] , whereas Vmec predicts only a ±1cm boundary corrugation for this plasma equilibrium.
Similarly, it can be seen by comparing figure 16 with figure 5 that the STELLOPT 3d equilibrium modelling produces slightly smaller displacements at the boundary than those which are measured experimentally in DIII-D (though it is worth noting that it produces a much better agreement than the factor of four discrepancy with vacuum modelling seen in figure 12 ).
Resistive MHD modelling
The next level of complexity is to use a resistive MHD model which includes the plasma response to the applied field, allowing amplification by marginally stable MHD modes as well as screening of the field [46] . Figure 21 shows such a comparison between the electron temperature pedestal measured by the Thomson scattering diagnostic in DIII-D and that predicted by the M3D-C 1 MHD code [43] . In this case, the displacements observed experimentally are accurately modelled by linear resistive MHD.
Furthermore, M3D-C 1 is also able to replicate the dependence of the corrugation amplitude on plasma parameters. In DIII-D, larger displacements are observed at larger q 95 : plasmas with q 95 = 3.1 have ξ a ≈ 4mm whereas plasmas at q 95 = 3.8 have ξ a ≈ 8mm. Such a dependence on plasma current is replicated by M3D-C 1 as shown in figure 22 . This trend follows the vacuum field intuition, since δB/B (via I RM P /I P ) increases with q 95 , here changed by scaling the current. Indeed, vacuum modelling based on these shots recovers this trend [48] . It is contrary, however, to the intuition one might apply if plasma amplification plays a key role in determining the edge displacement. One might assume that higher current sustains higher pressure gradient, making edge modes more unstable, hence amplifying the applied field and leading to larger displacements, rather than the smaller edge corrugation observed. However, resistive MHD including rotation is able to capture both amplification and screening and as such includes the pertinent physics to allow good agreement across a wide range of plasma conditions.
The simulations in figures 21 and 22 use a linear MHD approximation. Here we consider linear modelling as appropriate provided |dξ r /dr| < 1. If this condition is not met, then the flux surface displacements overlap, implying a breakdown of the condition B · ∇T e = 0. In order to verify the applicability of the linear model in these conditions, the displacements predicted using linear MHD have been compared to nonlinear simulations, as shown in figure 23 . The overlap criterion that |dξ r /dr| < 1 is clearly met across the whole minor radius, and commensurately, the boundary displacements, and indeed the whole pedestal electron temperature profile, is in good agreement in the linear and nonlinear simulations. Another nonlinear resistive MHD code, JOREK [49] , has been used to simulate MAST [64] and JET plasmas [42] when RMPs are applied. JOREK simulations with realistic resistivity and flows have been performed for JET discharges with an n = 2 RMP applied. For discharge 77329, the measured displacement resulting from the application of the n = 2 RMP is ±1cm. Figure 24 shows the predicted displacements at the plasma top, X-point and midplane respectively when JOREK is run without realistic diamagnetic and toroidal flows included. In this case the boundary displacement is ±1.2cm. When realistic flows are included in the simulation, the boundary displacement is halved, to ±6mm, as shown in figure 25.
Comparison of different numerical models
In section 2 the range of measured displacements in present day machines was detailed, ranging from ±3.5% of the minor radius to negligible edge corrugation. In a similar vein, the models needed to replicate the experimental observations range from simple vacuum field line tracing, to ideal 3d equilibria and nonlinear resistive MHD simulations. Whilst there is a strong correlation between the resonant field predicted by vacuum models and the measured displacement, seen in figure 9 , vacuum modelling does not always accurately replicate the absolute magnitude of the empirical observations, even if it does provide qualitative trends with respect to the plasma parameters. Indeed, in all cases where large displacements are observed, either ideal 3d equilibrium modelling (in MAST) or resistive MHD including plasma amplification effects (in DIII-D and JET) are required to replicate the observations. However, there remains uncertainty in all of these models, in the level of plasma and rotation screening of the applied fields, in the damping caused by the applied field and in the nonlinear interaction of 3d fields, marginally stable modes and rotation. Therefore it is prudent to use all models available and take the worst case scenario when making predictions for ITER, as follows in section 4.
Modelling of displacements due to RMPs in ITER
As in section 3, the displacements expected in ITER are modelled using vacuum field line tracing, ideal 3d equilibrium simulation and nonlinear resistive MHD codes. The coil set used in these simulations is shown in figure 26 , including the latest design for the in-vessel control coils (IVCCs) [50] planned for ITER.
Vacuum field line tracing
The TRIP3D vacuum field line tracing code [51] has been used to predict the boundary displacement expected in a 15MA baseline scenario when full current is applied in the IVCCs in an n = 3 configuration. Figure 27 shows the radial position of the axisymmetric plasma boundary in the absence of RMPs compared to the position of the unstable and stable manifolds resultant under the application of a non-axisymmetric field perturbation. In plasma simulations one can take an isotherm or isobar as a proxy for the boundary position. The boundary location is somewhat harder to define in vacuum modelling. Non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations split the separatrix into stable and unstable manifolds [52, 53] , with corrugated structures forming where these manifolds intersect. These homoclinic tangles are computed to be particularly complex and extended near the X-point [54] . This concept of lobe structures formed by the invariant manifolds of the perturbed field has been used to explain the splitting of the divertor leg footprints observed on strike-point targets during RMP experiments [55, 56, 57, 52, 58] , suggesting that at least for the boundary and scrape-off layer, vacuum modelling gives a good description of the effect of the applied fields. Furthermore, vacuum modelling with an appropriate screening model has been used to get a good correspondence between the X-point lobe strcutures measured in MAST [11, 65] . Using the difference between the stable and unstable manifolds as a proxy for the boundary position, it is evident from figure 27 that simple vacuum modelling suggests a corrugation of ±3cm, representing ±1.5% of the minor radius in ITER 15MA baseline plasmas, though it should be noted that this does not include any plasma screening of the applied field.
It is possible to use a simple analytic model to find the dependence of the boundary displacement on the equilibrium q-profile, and thus on the resonance of the applied field. We start by taking the 3D magnetic perturbation spectrum from an M3D-C 1 response calculation for the baseline ITER scenario with a 3.8keV pedestal temperature and 22.5kAt in the midplane-IVCCs. The outermost radial point in the domain is chosen, at ψ N = 0.9988 and q = 4.262. Three dimensional local equilibrium theory is used to study the sensitivity of the 3D deformation size at this surface to the local value of the safety factor. Starting with the axisymmetric flux surface shape (taken from the initial 2D equilibrium used in the M3D-C 1 response calculation), we add a spectrum of 3D Figure 27 . ITER The radial position of the axisymmetric plasma boundary in ITER 15MA baseline scenario predicted by TRIP3D vacuum field line tracing code, compared to the unstable and stable manifold positions when a full-field n = 3 RMP is applied.
flux surface deformations which match the 3D radial magnetic perturbation spectrum from M3D-C
1 . This approach follows the procedure described in reference [40] . In the high aspect ratio, circular cross section limit the relationship between a deformation of a given helicity (γ) and the radial magnetic perturbation with which it is associated is given by B r /B 0 (m, n) = (γ/R 0 )(nq−(m−1)), where an m = 4 deformation is associated with an m = 3 radial magnetic perturbation. With the q value taken from the response calculation we find a 3D flux surface displacement at the outboard midplane of ±7mm. We then repeat the calculation of the flux surface displacement with varying safety factor, but holding the 3D perturbation spectrum fixed. The energy needed to bend equilibrium magnetic field lines decreases as low order rational surfaces are approached, and consequently the displacement size has a 1/x-type sensitivity where x is the distance to the nearest low order rational surface. The validity of these calculations comes into question as the rational surface is approached, as the resonant component of the radial magnetic perturbation may be suppressed by flow screening, and in principle new radial perturbation spectra should be used. Here we limit our calculations to a range of q values where the radial magnetic perturbation spectra used should remain valid. These calculations suggest that the displacement of the last closed flux surface will have some sensitivity to the q value, as seen clearly in figure 28 . Small changes in the edge q value may be able to significantly modify the displacement of the last closed flux surface.
Ideal three dimensional equilibrium modelling
However, a plasma response to the applied fields is expected in ITER [59] . 3d equilibrium simulation of the various ITER scenarios with either n = 3 or n = 4 RMPs applied has been performed using the Vmec code. The profiles for the baseline scenario are taken from the latest transport simulations of ITER 15MA plasmas using the Corsica code Figure 28 . ITER The edge displacement as a function of the edge safety factor found from simple 3d local equilibrium theory. [60] .
The Nemec code [38] (a free boundary version of Vmec, which for the purposes of this study is ostensibly identical and checked against Vmec [63] ) has been used to assess the boundary displacements in various ITER scenarios with both n = 3 and n = 4 applied RMPs at different field strengths. The simulations naturally include TF ripple effects (without ferritic inserts), which alone can induce corrugations of ±7−8mm. Four current distributions in the IVCCs have been studied, namely an n = 4 configuration with I IV CC = 90kAt and I IV CC = 30 kAt and an n = 3 configuration with I IV CC = 90 kAt and I IV CC = 45 kAt [61] . The n = 4 cases show a strong addition of n = 5, whilst the n = 3 cases have additional n = 6 amplitudes. In all twelve Nemec calculations (two coil configurations × two RMP amplitudes × three plasma scenarios -9MA flat-top, 15MA L-mode and 15MA H-mode flat-top) the outer plasma edge in the Z = 0 plane is displaced by several centimetres, shown in figure 29 . The toroidal dependence of the displacement is not a pure n = 3 or n = 4 due to the rather impure spectrum applied from the IVCCs together with the TF ripple. For the n = 4 RMPs with I IV CC = 90kAt in the 9MA plasma, the plasma edge is displaced by up to ≈ 5cm from its axisymmetric position. The smallest edge displacement is observed in the 15MA L-mode scenario, for both n = 3 and n = 4 RMPs, where the corrugation is roughly 1cm if I IV CC = 90kAt. Pertinently, the 15MA cases with I IV CC = 90kAt in n = 4 configuration, as envisaged for baseline Q = 10 operation, has a midplane displacement of ±2cm (or ±1% of the minor radius). 
Resistive MHD modelling
Finally, nonlinear resistive MHD simulations have also been performed for the 15MA ITER baseline scenario with two different codes: M3D-C 1 and JOREK. In principle, these models represent the most accurate representation of the empirical situation and should therefore give greatest fidelity to the experiment and have greatest weight in the prediction for ITER, although the uncertainties in various parameters and profiles which influence the results strongly means that the prediction for ITER still comes with significant uncertainty. Figure 30 shows the radial displacement across the pedestal region when n = 1, 2, 3, 4 RMPs are applied with maximum amplitude (ie I IV CC = 90kAt) as predicted by linear M3D-C 1 simulations assuming various values for the pedestal-top temperature [41] . In all cases the boundary displacement increases with the pedestal temperature as the applied field is amplified by increasingly unstable low-n peeling modes at the plasma edge. For the n = 3 and n = 4 configurations (as intended for ELM control) the boundary displacement can exceed 5cm for high pedestal pressures. However, it is important to note that the overlap criterion for the validity of linear simulations, |dξ r /dr| < 1, is violated for T e,ped = 5.1, 6.0keV [41] . Nonetheless, even at T e,ped = 4.4keV, which is assumed as the operating point for Q = 10 baseline scenario [62] , both the n = 3 and n = 4 RMPs lead to a boundary displacement of ±ξ a = 3.5cm, or ±1.75% of the minor radius. Figure 31 shows a comparison of the pressure predicted by the linear and nonlinear response calculations with M3D-C 1 at Z = 0 at two different toroidal positions in ITER baseline scenario. In this case a 3.8keV pedestal is assumed with an n = 3 RMP applied at full coil current. Both calculations used the same transport coefficients and mesh and both are single-fluid. The linear and nonlinear simulations give similar pressure profiles, and importantly both show the same direction of the boundary displacement in each toroidal position, though the amplitude of the displacement varies. The difference seems to be that the nonlinear calculation develops significant n < 3 response (the applied field is dominantly n = 3 with some n = 6 sideband). If the response were purely n = 3, one would expect that the boundary displacement should be equal and opposite in the two figures; this is (exactly) true for the linear calculation, but it is clearly not the case for the nonlinear calculation. Nonetheless, this comparison suggests that the linear calculations give a good approximation for the boundary displacement (at least for the 3.8keV pedestal which is well below marginal stability), albeit neglecting small corrections from n = 3 components. In this case, the boundary displacement at the midplane when an n = 3 field is applied is ±2cm, equating to ±1% of the minor radius.
The JOREK non-linear MHD code has also been used to simulate the effects of RMPs in ITER [42] . Figure 32 shows a Poincare plot of the magnetic field lines in ITER baseline scenario when diamagnetic flows and realistic toroidal rotation (left) are not included and (right) are included. The displacements near the X-point are significantly radially extended, but the boundary displacements away from the X-point are negligible. Figure 33 shows the electron density and temperature profiles across the pedestal as predicted by JOREK when an n = 3 RMP is applied with I IV CC = 55kAt, illustrating a boundary corrugation of ±1cm, ie only ±0.5% of the minor radius [42] . Of course this would be expected to approximately double at full applied field, in excellent agreement with the M3D-C 1 results for the same ITER case shown in figure 31 , adding credence to this prediction.
Overview of ITER modelling
A range of numerical models have been used to predict the displacements likely in ITER due to the application of RMPs. Vacuum field line modelling suggests the separatrix deformation will be ±3cm, equating to ±1.5% of the minor radius. Of course, this assumes no plasma screening nor amplification. More sophisticated ideal 3d equilibrium modelling predicts that, for the 15MA baseline scenario, both n = 3 and n = 4 RMPs at full applied field will give rise to ±2cm midplane displacements. This modelling still assumes no screening and does not allow for formation of magnetic islands. Resistive nonlinear MHD modelling using two independent codes, which provide the most complete physical model of the plasma, predicts that for T e,ped = 3.8keV, one could expect a midplane boundary displacement of ±2cm. The amplitude of this corrugation increases as the temperature pedestal increases, or as the plasma flows decrease. For T e,ped = 4.4keV, as assumed for Q = 10 operation [62, 60] , the displacement amplitude is ±3.5cm, comparable to the prediction assuming vacuum field only.
Discussion and Conclusions
It is evident that applied non-axisymmetric fields can give rise to significant displacements of the plasma boundary. These displacements have been measured in various tokamaks and successfully compared with numerical simulation. A multimachine database exhibits a linear correlation between the measured corrugation and the resonant applied field as predicted by vacuum modelling, suggesting that vacuum field line tracing can at least qualitatively replicate the empirical phenomenology. Indeed, in the case of sub-cm displacements in ASDEX Upgrade and NSTX, vacuum models agree quantitatively. However, there are cases in JET, MAST and DIII-D where vacuum modelling significantly under-predicts the corrugation. In these cases, ideal three dimensional equilibrium modelling provides greater fidelity with experimental measurements. Even so, there are some empricial measurements at very large displacement -for example the displacements of up to 5cm observed in JETwhere only resistive nonlinear MHD models can accurately replicate measurements. Such models including plasma screening, amplification, flows and allowing islands to form are the most representative tools and can reproduce measured corrugations over parameter scans in various machines. The RMP-induced displacements foreseen in ITER are expected to lie within the range of those predicted by the different models, meaning less than ±1.75% (±3.5cm) of the minor radius in the H-mode baseline and less than ±2.5% (±5cm) in a 9MA plasma. Such toroidal corrugation of the plasma boundary affects many things, notably the coupling of ICRH, the minimum values of wall gaps assumed for safe operation, the plasma position control, and (de facto) the control of ELMs. Indeed, such a boundary corrugation may be necessary to affect the ELMs [20] and using plasma control feedback to provide an n > 0 correction may compromise the efficacy of the RMPs as an ELM control scheme. Whilst a displacement of ±3cm in the baseline scenario is allowable from both a plasma control and heat loading perspective, it is important that ITER adopts a plasma control system which can account for a three dimensional boundary corrugation to avoid an n = 0 correction which would otherwise exacerbate the displacement caused by the applied fields.
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